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STOP
Paper Junk Mail with an App

Cut clutter. Regain privacy.
 Protect your loved ones from scams.
 Get Started
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         Featured on Earth Day
Apple & Google Play 2019-2021

         

         Top 5 Disruptive Apps
Apple 2012

         

         Top 5 Apps of the Year
Apple 2012
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What is PaperKarma?
 Take Back Control of Your Mailbox
Opt-out from thousands of Verified Mailers.
PaperKarma provides the largest directory in the US for opting out of junk mail, including:
	Catalogs
	Charity Donation Requests
	Credit Card & Insurance Offers
	Direct Marketers
	Local Mailers
	National Mailers
	Previous Resident /Occupants’ Junk Mail


 Find out more


 




Largest Do Not Mail Registry in the USA
 100,000+ Mailers and Direct Marketing Lists
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New product
 FREE DIY Mailer Directory
Find Do-It-Yourself opt out info for thousands of Verified Mailers!
On top of our award-winning Stop Junk Mail app (PaperKarma does the heavy lifting of opting you out), we now offer the most comprehensive free directory in the USA for finding mailer contacts & opting out of junk mail yourself.
 Search Mailers
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Trusted by Millions
 10,367,705+ Opt-out requests sent


App rating
 

 

 

 

 



 4.58 Rating based on 5,315 Reviews
 This app is amazing! I've always felt like unsubscribing from physical junk mail was a hopeless demoralizing task but this app makes it easy!
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Margaret S




 Super simple to use, and kind of fun!
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Nancy C




 OMG, this app is awesome. My mother in law is receiving TONS of solicitation mail daily, and she thinks she has to reply/give to them all. She's confused and draining her bank accounts.
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Deb B




 It's been great to have an app that can directly address and manage junk mail.
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Jamie C




 PaperKarma really works! We needed a way to stop the avalanche of catalogs (5-10 a day!) that arrived at my house every month. I'm happy to say that within a month or two of signing up for PaperKarma the catalogs have virtually stopped. If you're on the fence about paying for the service, just go ahead and do it. It's totally worth the minimal monthly cost.
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David W




 This is a great service. If you care about the environment, get this app. I hope more use this app and we can rid the world of junk mail forever.
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Damon D




 I recently moved and low and behold... I started receiving new junk mail. What a pain! I have been an avid user of PaperKarma found it to be very effective. Well needless to say I look forward to using your app again.
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Michelle G




 I joined PK and love it. Everything I have been bombarded with since my father passed has finally started to stop. As POA for my Mother now, I learned Social Security death records make all widows /widowers vulnerable to every non-profit to ask for any leftovers or cash. My Mother is 85 and thinks they are bills sometimes. Just … Thank you.
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Robert E







 
 Have Questions?
We got answers!


Visit our Help Center for frequently asked questions or to get in touch with our Care team.
Help Center


 
 STOP Junk Mail!
Today.


Cut clutter. Save trees. Protect your loved ones from scams.
 Sign up


 PaperKarma® is a mobile app that automatically unsubscribes you from junk mail and unwanted catalogs. Opt-out from direct mailings and marketing distribution lists. Catalog choice is yours: simply snap a photo to take control of your mailbox.
Help save trees and positively impact the environment too!
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